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Similar presentations 1 Combining 2 SETs in the Korg Pa Sequencer 2 Combining SETS in the Korg Pa Sequencer 3 Every time you Start a
Korg Pa sequencer you are Creating a NEW SET that is its own isolated world. Right away you can see the worlds differ as you look at each
of them. This may be a world of just Bass or it could be full of everything else. 4 The 2 following pics illustrate how even though these are
both these same 2 sets, they are so different in the appearance of the sequencer that they could not be mixed together! 5 Creating SETS in
the Korg Pa Sequencer 6 Creating Combinations of 2 SETS (Each with its own mixer) 7 In order to have a Mixed SET with controls from 2
different or even 3 different mixing screens we must use the Fuse mode of the sequencer. The Korg Pa sequence / Fuse mode is an 8 bit
monophonic sequencer, that creates a unique world for you to create sounds in. You could then combine these different worlds to create a
new and unique world that you can't create using any of the SETs or MIDI settings. 8 The only way to combine 2 SETS to create a new one
is to use the Fuse mode of the Korg Pa sequencer. To use the Fuse mode of the sequencer you must first start the sequencer with the FUSE
(Fused) mode, then start a sequencer as usual, but with the source appearing at the top. It could look something like this: 9 Once the 2 SETS
have been Started in the FUSE mode, you could still combine them with the normal settings of the sequencer. 10 Say for example we have a
2 SET for Gtr/Bass and a 2 SET for Pianos/Strings. 11 If they were placed in the FUSE mode we could then create a new world by
combining them. 12 Then we could play in this new world and play the bass sounds on the gtr and the sound of the piano on the bass strings.
13 This being, a more advanced thing you must have a little experience and know what is happening. 14 If you can't figure it out that is ok,
but be sure to ask someone who knows what they are doing.
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Korg Pa Keyboard The Korg Pa is a MIDI controller keyboard providing you with express yourself by bringing your... How to use Korg
Pulse-B Composing and performing with MIDI controllers – Pauser & Korg Pa Keyboard lapeze/ MIDI keyboard Percussionist's Guide to
the Korg PA Keyboard How to play an Electric Bass Guitar Korg Pa Keyboard Korg Pa Keyboard Dj Percussion & Keyboard How To Use

A Drum Machine Using A Korg Pa A Korg Pa Keyboard Korg Pa Keyboard How To Use An Electric Keyboard Korg Pa Keyboard Korg Pa
Keyboard How To Use A Korg Pa Keyboard MIDI vs. MIDI Time Code (MTC) Korg Pa Keyboard How To Use A Drum Machine Using A

Korg Pa How To Use A Drum Machine Using A Korg Pa How To Use A Drum Machine Using A Korg Pa The Korg Pa is a MIDI
controller keyboard providing you with express yourself by bringing your creativity to life via a single 88 note keyboard. With advanced

features, direct connectivity, and an intuitive color display, the Korg Pa Keyboard is a true performance solution. Designed to bring out your
inner performer, the Korg Pa Keyboard delivers a high performance MIDI controller with an outstanding array of features including: With
the Korg Pa Keyboard you can play notes and control your performance. Add expressive features using the built-in keyboard, display, and
effects in a sleek and lightweight design. With a selectable BOSS-style EQ, six distinct effects, an 8 note sequencer and function generator,
4 comprehensive arpeggiator patterns, two versatile effect LFOs and an array of performance functions, the Korg Pa Keyboard is already

loaded with creative features. The Korg PA is a compact, portable, and affordable synthesizer. The Korg PA simply delivers the full palette
of sounds without time restraints. Each of the instrument sounds has been carefully developed to make your performance easier, giving you
the freedom to craft your own musical masterpiece. Korg PA-11 Features Portable, affordable and compact at just 10" high and 8" wide,

the Korg PA provides a full palette of instruments and effects. The Korg PA Series contains a rhythm instrument named "PA," a lead
instrument named "PAX," and 3e33713323
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